Figure 1a. Plot of locations for observed (●) and logbook (+) bottom trawls occurring north of Coos Bay, September 2001 and August 2002.
Figure 1b. Plot of locations for observed (●) and logbook (+) bottom trawls occurring north of Coos Bay, September 2002 and August 2003.
Figure 2a. Plot of locations for observed (●) and logbook (+) bottom trawls occurring south of Coos Bay and north of San Francisco, September 2001 and August 2002.
Figure 2b. Plot of locations for observed (●) and logbook (+) bottom trawls occurring south of Coos Bay and north of San Francisco, September 2002 and August 2003.
Figure 3a. Plot of locations for observed (●) and logbook (+) bottom trawls occurring south of San Francisco and north of Los Angeles, September 2001 and August 2002. (Because of the minimal number of trawl trips south of Santa Barbara, they were not included, in order to improve the resolution of the area shown.)
Figure 3b. Plot of locations for observed (●) and logbook (+) bottom trawls occurring south of San Francisco and north of Los Angeles, September 2002 and August 2003. (Because of the minimal number of trawl trips south of Santa Barbara, they were not included, in order to improve the resolution of the area shown.)
Figure 4. Plot of locations for observed (●) and logbook (+) bottom trawls occurring coastwide, September 2001 and August 2003.
Figure 5 A. Boccacio Rockfish- Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of boccacio rockfish by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scotish seine or mid-water trawl)
Figure 5 B. Canary Rockfish- Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of canary rockfish by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scottish seine or mid-water trawl)
Figure 5 C. Cowcod Rockfish- Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of cowcod rockfish by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scottish seine or mid-water trawl)
Figure 5 D. Widow Rockfish- Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of widow rockfish by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scottish seine or mid-water trawl)
Figure 5 E. Yelloweye Rockfish- Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of yelloweye rockfish by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scottish seine or mid-water trawl)
Figure 5 F. **Darkblotched Rockfish** - Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of darkblotched rockfish by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scottish seine or mid-water trawl)
Figure 5 G. Pacific Ocean Perch- Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of Pacific Ocean Perch by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scottish seine or mid-water trawl)
Figure 5 H. Lingcod- Histograms for discarded pounds (in number of tows) of lingcod by year and area. (Does not include tows in an EFP or using Danish/Scottish seine or mid-water trawl)